SENSAMIST®
Fragrance Chart

SCENT DIFFUSER
T E C H N O L G O Y

atmosphere for all areas.

The SensaMist® diffusers utilize advanced
atomizer technology to create a fine mist of
fragrance which is then diffused into the
environment.
.
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SensaMist® scent diffusers create a fragrant

Notes of Floral,
Aldehydic,
Jasmine, Rose,
Orange flower,
Musk

Notes of
Lavender, Floral,
Herbal, Rosemary,
Cedarwood

COTTON BREEZE

HYPNOTISE

A soft floral accord with a fresh citrus
opening of lemon and grapefruit leading
to a delicate floral heart of rose, violet
and jasmine rounded with amber and
sandalwood.
SM-1L-COTTON

A rich floriental accord with raspberry
& cherry above a white floral heart of
tuberose, jasmine & orange flower
wrapped in sandalwood, amber
&musk.
SM-1L-HYPNOTISE

INVIGORATE
A fresh herbaceous top note of
lavender and eucalyptus on a heart
of jasmin and white flowers on
woody and amber undertones.

SOPHISTICATION
A radiant floral blend of orange flower
and violet with a splash of lemon and
grapefruit on a vanilla and amber fond.

SM-1L-INVIGORATE

SUMMER DELIGHT
Notes of Fruity,
Melon, Green,
Sweet, Vanilla.

Notes of Rose,
Jasmine, Muguet,
Apple, Melon,
Mandarin, Green

A vibrant fruity accord blending
sweet melon notes with crisp green
apple, softened with jasmine, violet
and rose above a sweet vanilla
base.
SM-1L-DELIGHT

ZESTY CITRUS
Zingy grapefruit, lemon and orange
combined with mandarin, orange
flower and lemon balm above a woody
patchouli base.

Notes of Citrus,
Grapefruit,
Orange, Lemon,
Lime, Fruity.

SM-1L-ZESTY

DESIRE

ZEN GARDEN
A relaxing blend of red roses, violet
blossom and hyacinth with soothing
eucalyptus accords on a soft
sandalwood base.

CLEAN & FRESH
A clean citrus accord with
bergamot & lemon notes above a
white floral heart of neroli, jasmine
and orange flower, wrapped in soft
white musk
SM-1L-CLEANFRESH

Notes of Floral,
Orange blossom,
Jasmine,
Aldehydic

Notes of Oceanic,
Grapefruit,
Orange, Jasmine,
Amber, Woody.

SM-1L-SOPHISTIC

A sensual accord with bergamot top
notes above a heart of lavender, iris
and orange blossom wrapped in warm
amber, sandalwood and vanilla.

SM-1L-ZEN-GARDEN

Notes of Citrus,
Bergamot,
Floral,Orange
Blossom, Amber,
Musk.

Notes of
Floriental,
Tuberose,
Jasmine, Rose,
Almond,
Heliotrope,
Powdery, Vanilla..

Notes of Oriental,
Lavender,
Woody, Amber.

SM-1L-DESIRE

UPLIFTING

A zesty citrus accord with a fresh
bergamot and mandarin opening
leading to a heart of jasmine, rose
and iris with herbal nuances over an
amber and sandalwood base.

Notes of taut
Citrus, Bergamot,
Floral, Jasmine,
Tea, Amber.

SM-1L-UPLIFTING

LINEN
Orange flower, jasmine and
tuberose combine with
sandalwood, amber and musk to
give a crisp linen accord.
SM-1L-LINEN

Intensity: 1-5 (1-Subtle, 5- Strong)

